
LISTEN: “Home” All Get Out  
- Josh Palange 

South Carolina southern indie rock outfit All Get Out is back with a great new single titled 
“Home;” their first single for a full-length album since 2011. 

All Get Out hit the indie rock genre hard-in-the-face with their debut album The Season, an 
album I call one of the most honest and gripping albums I’ve listened to, that I still blast in my 
car while driving home from work. All Get Out was able to contain provoking lyrics and drive 
forth a presence in a genre that was ruled by the likes of Manchester Orchestra and Brand New. 
They seemed to maintain a “younger sibling” image to bigger bands, based on the sole fact that 
they never seemed to break past the indie scene into the mainstream, despite their amassed cult 
following gained after the 2011 release. 

Looking ahead to 2015, fans of All Get Out were ready for another album. By no means had the 
“feels” toward the emotional album The Season dissipated, but of course we fans wanted more of 
the story. We wanted to see where Nathan Hussey, the band’s guitarist and front-man, would take 
us next. It had been four years since The Season, and Hussey explained, “I needed a break … I 
needed to regroup and really think about where I was, what I was doing, and how I was doing it.” 

2015 saw a short EP titled Movements which I greatly enjoyed, but I always found myself going 
back to the 2011 album to get my fix. I loved the concept of the full length, whereas the EP, as 
Hussey put it, was “a little less intentional. The main concept here, of course, is movement. It’s 
how you know things are still alive.” And that is exactly what All Get Out’s latest single “Home” 
does for its fans. Keep moving to newer music and letting us all know the band is still kicking 
out some great jams. 

The new album, which was produced and co-written by Manchester Orchestra’s Andy Hull and 
Robert McDowell, has yet to be given a release date, but in the meantime check out the track 
below, and if you dig it you can purchase tickets for their upcoming tour when they stroll through 
The Back Booth in Orlando, November 13th. 
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LIVE REVIEW: Ellie Goulding at Amalie Arena 06.02.16 
- Josh Palange 

Generally, we at SubAp (mainly, me) would detest the mainstream and reject anything that is not 
locally- or underground-driven, but I’m not one to pass up a chance to see an artist that came 
from humble beginnings in the indie field who made it to the big leagues. Ellie Goulding came to 
Tampa last Thursday, June 2nd, and I will say I enjoyed every minute of the indie pop songwriter 



turned powerhouse female vocalist. It brings a tear to my eye to see my girl all grown up and 
selling out Amalie Arena. 

Attending the concert was somewhat of a spur of the moment gesture on my part. My little sister 
had been talking about the concert for a while, but I didn’t really think it was something I wanted 
to tag along for. Then I thought to myself that sometimes one must indulge in guilty pleasures to 
be whole, and honestly, I sing all the words when her songs play on the radio, and it’s not like I 
have not been a fan of hers since ’09 when she released her singles “Lights” and “Starry 
Eyed”… So why the hell not go? And at a venue like Amalie Arena, you really cannot get any 
better. 

Ellie Goulding’s performance was a huge production. She had lights and air blasters, and large 
LCD screens with her beautiful face on them. It had been some time since I went to a concert of 
this scale with this much production involved. I should have expected as much considering it was  
the world tour for her latest album. Everything was so orchestrated and solid. From her backup 
dancers to her band, which of whom were on point, and her setlist which flowed well given that 
she knew that some of her audience goers might only be radio listeners. 

She moved through her latest album Delirium beginning with an intro track that sounded like 
something out of a science-fiction film, just dubstep and bass and static sounds filling the arena. 
From the start I was hooked, the sound quality was perfect. The first actual track performed was 
off of Delirium called “Aftertaste” which had an upbeat and tribal pulse to it. The guitarist laid a 
funky scratching pattern over the pounding drums beats, which definitely held up to her older 
dance songs. Despite all the programmed beats and sounds, the music seemed very organic and 
well-rehearsed.  

Every song chosen for the set list seemed like it could easily be a hit, especially the in the 
manner Goulding performed the song “Devotion.” Another song off her new album, she grabbed 
an acoustic guitar, her band left the stage, and she had an intimate moment with the crowd. 
Goulding mentioned that most of her songs were and are about her relationships, lasting ones and 
the failed ones, and that particular track really demonstrated not only the devotion to whoever the 
song was about, but also the devotion to her craft. As a musician myself, I honestly shook my 
head at the skill she has with her voice. It puts so many other popular artists out there now to 
shame. Her falsetto, or her higher range singing, has so much control and to be that restrained 
and strong with her vocals all the while playing a fingerpicked guitar was incredible. It really 
shows that coming from humble beginnings and pushing to be something great, really pays off 
eventually. By far, “Devotion” was my favorite song during her performance on Thursday night. 

Of course she played her radio hits, from her collaborations with Calvin Harris, “I Need Your 
Love” and “Outside” and her popular tracks like “Lights,” “Something in the Way You Move,” 
and “On My Mind” (which I strongly believe is about the love affair with Ed Sheeran, but we are 
not a gossip pub.) She even rocked out on the song “Burn” where she came out in all leather after 
a wardrobe change, strapped on a Gibson Les Paul guitar, and rocked out. Ending the show on a 



louder and aggressive note before returning back on stage for the predictable encore where she 
played her hits “Anything Could Happen” and “Love Me Like You Do.” Her concert was hit 
after hit and the hype of the evening never seemed to slow down. Even the songs that were brand 
new to some people felt memorable. The performance quality and catchy lyricism captured the 
moment that evening in Tampa. 

In all seriousness though, while Tampa is of course a hot bed for great locally ran venues that 
host some great live acts, do not forgo a great musical performer like Ellie Goulding just because 
it is at a huge place like Amalie Arena or because the artist might be too mainstream. Let Tampa 
be a host for all your musical experiences, big or small, but great all the same. 
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LIVE REVIEW: Circa Survive and RX Bandits at The RITZ Ybor Nov. 21
- Josh Palange

Circa Survive’s 10-Year Anniversary Tour Comes to Tampa

Third time at a Circa Survive show. Third time seeing Anthony Green croon and dance on stage. 
Third time playing air drums in the crowd. First time to “really” hear the music at The Ritz Ybor.  

The Ritz is a great venue, don’t get me wrong. I’ve seen some great shows there. But I decided, 
on a whim, and from the suggestion of my girlfriend, to immerse ourselves in the musical 
experience from a different locale. I’m not sure if it was the lack of getting gut punched on 
accident, or kneed in the head by a would-be crowd surfer, that really allowed me to listen and 
see the concert the way it should have been seen.  

We posted up near the left side stairs, right next to the sound technician booth, and I really 
enjoyed the show from where I was. I had great view of the stage, and I must have found a sound 
pocket because it was like I was listening to them through headphones. Even the guinea pig 
opening act, Citizen, had a great sound. Generally, the opener is subjected to crap sound due to 
the sound guy trying things out, but I was impressed enough to check them out after the show. It 
was actually refreshing to see the Tampa-locals respecting the opener enough to even learn some 
of the songs, and sing along when they asked. Citizen mentioned that the first time they came to 
Tampa it was their “worst show they have ever played” and they were extremely thankful this go 
around we redeemed ourselves. 

RX Bandits took the stage next, and I’m sad to say I was a noob in knowing their songs. I maybe 
listened to a track or two before while surfing YouTube at some point, but never really looked 
into them enough to be excited about them coming on stage. I will be the first to tell you that I 



was blown away right from the get go. They are true performers and fantastic musicians. They 
came out of the gate laying down a jammin’ bassline that lead into their song “Ruby Cumulous,” 
which personifies the overall style of the band. They are able to mix a reggae jam-band vibe with 
harmonizing heavy guitar riffs that you can rock out to, all the while they are able to get you 
back in the mood and remembering that you are at a Circa Survive show.  

Anthony Green eventually came out to add vocals to one of RX Bandits more hush fan favorites, 
“Only For The Night,” and the crowd, not surprisingly, went insane. After the little vocal 
addition was done, Green nodded to the crowd, hugged Matt Embry, his once The Sound of 
Animals Fighting bandmate, and headed back into the shadows behind the amps and guitar rigs 
to await his turn at the stage later in the evening. I definitely redacted my original hesitancy of 
getting into RX Bandits after seeing their live performance. Pleasantly surprised to say the least. 
And the show was only halfway done. 

The headliners, the final act, Circa Survive, finally graced the stage after what always seems to 
be the longest roadie, techie pony show that is the stage set up. (Being a musician myself, I fully 
understand it takes time to set up a drum set properly and tune guitars and what not, but also 
being a musician, I know it doesn’t take that friggin’ long…but I digress.) Finally, Anthony 
Green and the rest of Circa Survive charge from out of the shadows, not a single person in the 
audience, including myself, is quite, as they enter the stage. Before they begin their entire play 
through of Juturna, Green grabs the mic, smiles and looks out to the crowd, “You know what I 
love about Florida shows?” The crowd screams and cries out that they want to have his babies, 
men included, “You guys know how to fucking party! Whose ready to party?!” The crowd erupts 
again, then the reverbed and echoed chords of “Holding Someone’s Hair Back” blasts through 
the speakers. I couldn’t have been happier finding that small sound pockets, left of the stairs, 
right next to the sound technician booth. 

I do have to note, besides playing all of Juturna, in chronological order of course, the highlight 
of the night had to be when a crowd troll called out from somewhere in the audience, “Seven 
Years!” (For those of you that don’t know, that is a track Green wrote while fronting a band 
called Saosin,) and Green whispers into the mic, “You’ll have to try harder than that,” smiles and 
kicks back into set list not even phased. Definitely a great moment in the show. 
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LIVE REVIEW: Of Monsters and Men, Twenty One Pilots Dec. 4. 
- Josh Palange 

Next Big Thing and Big Ticket Fest. Radio shows. I know what you are thinking, “Josh, why are 
you reviewing such mainstream trash?” Shut up, hipsters. Good music is good music. 



Tampa’s own 97x puts on a huge showcase called Next Big Thing every year in the beginning of 
December, and this year’s was held this past weekend on Saturday. Interestingly enough, the 
one-day fest was mirrored in Jacksonville the next day, held by their local new alternative rock 
station as well. The reason why I’m even mentioning the show in Jacksonville is because I 
ultimately screwed the pooch, didn’t seriously take into account the popularity that comes with 
Of Monsters and Men and Twenty Pilots as headliners. I couldn’t get tickets thanks to the show 
selling out faster than I thought it would. I mean who would have thunk that a folk band from 
Iceland and white boys rappin’ would be so popular?  

Well, I had to see the show. I took the liberty to look into where the next stop would be and 
discovered the whole festival pretty much packed up and went to Jacksonville the next morning. 
So in turn, I bought tickets for my girlfriend, our sisters, and I. And I’m telling you, it was 
completely worth the road trip.  

It was a gorgeous day for a festival. High of 67 degrees, shady and windy, and good bands filling 
the air with their music. The line-up was predictable, anything at the top of the alternative charts 
was at this show. That’s nothing disappointing mind you; the selection was definitely a great mix 
of fun and upbeat, and slow and connected. The first band I was able to see and get into was 
Saint Motel. Right now, they have two popular songs on the radio, “Cold Cold Man” which starts 
with an upbeat keyboard lick, and “My Type” which utilizes the saxophone to lay down the 
melody lines. I had a pretty good view from where I was standing, but after their short set, the 
stage right next to them started to play. It was one after the other, which I appreciated because we 
all know how terribly long stage set up can be. I was able to make my way over to the other stage 
and after hearing who was about to play, my excitement grew.  

Andrew McMahon and The Wilderness placed a full grand piano center stage and rocked the shit 
out of it. If you remember, he was in a band called Jack’s Mannequin back in the day, so of 
course my 7th grade self was all about his new project. He played his popular song “Cecilia” and 
even an old classic from the Jack’s Mannequin days, “Dark Blue” (my favorite JM song), and 
released confetti into the crowd.  

This is where it got tricky though. Leave the spot you solidified 6 hours early to see the 
headliners, or brave losing position advantage and head to the second stage to belt out the words 
to that “Renegade” song by X Ambassadors I heard a few times on the radio? I was not the only 
one thinking about being that poser that only knows one song. Some people in the crowd rushed 
over to check out the next act and I decided this was my chance. I went head-first dragging my 
girlfriend, her sister, and my sister into the mass of people in front of the main stage. We nestled 
into a great spot near the left side of the stage. I had the perfect view, the perfect sound, I was 
ready for the headliners. Unfortunately, it was still 6 hours away. We stood there for that 6 hours; 
battled back pain, touched people I don’t know, and died of thirst just so I could see the beauty 
that is Scandinavian skin and blonde hair, and feel cool watching two white boys rap fast.  



Of Monsters and Men played first, and you couldn’t have written a better introduction. The sun 
was down at that point, the December chill was wafting through the air, and the band was 
dressed in all black singing an ominous song off their latest album Beneath the Skin, titled 
“Thousand Eyes.” The tribal-like drum fills and heavy guitar was definitely a departure from 
their upbeat debut album, My Head is an Animal, but starting the show like that was perfect in 
my opinion. It set a tone that segued almost flawlessly into their latest single, “Crystals,” and I 
was right there singing along with them.  

As they took time to introduce themselves and set up a song change, Ragnar, the male lead in the 
group, commented on the beanies that some people in the crowd were wearing saying in a thick 
Icelandic accent, “I like all your little hats. I got mine on. We call them ‘lumpies’ in Iceland.” It 
got a nice little laugh from the crowd, and it showed that the group was definitely trying to make 
the festival as intimate as possible before hopping into their fan favorite “Little Talks.”  

The set-list was a great mix between old and new, and the way they approached musicianship 
was simply amazing. Every member played more than one instrument ranging from trumpets and 
bugle horns, to percussion drums and accordions, and they even deviated from what they wrote a 
couple of times, taking liberties on solos and interludes. It was by far the best musicianship that 
I’ve seen at a live show in a very long time. 

After waiting so long and getting a taste of what true headlining looks like from Of Monsters and 
Men, Twenty One Pilots was up, about to close out the show. Simple set up: drum set and a baby 
upright piano.  

The group is a duo and they program much of their music, all the while pushing the sound 
ordinances to the limit. They came out strong with the song “Heavydirtysoul” which is the 
opening track of Blurryface, their new album. It was loud, jammin’, and had all the fast rap that 
fans love about Twenty One Pilots. The band was playing banger after banger, Tyler Joseph, the 
vocalist even hopped on bass guitar for several songs like “Polarize” and “Ride,” switching from 
his original instrument, the piano. At one point, a crew of roadies lifted a drum set that was on a 
platform into the middle of crowd, and Josh Dun, the drummer, climbed on top of the platform, 
on top of people, and rocked a drum solo… on top of people. It was by far the craziest live 
performance I’ve seen. At one point, Tyler climbed up the metal rigging of the stage and stood at 
four-or-five stories high singing his heart out during the end of “Car Radio”.  

If you attended this show, either in Tampa at Next Big Thing, or drove pretty much to the 
Georgia line like I did, then you too understand what kind of show this was. Great artists 
performed all day, but the headliners took the cake. It’s what made that drive completely and 
totally worth it. 
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